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Design Evaluation of Sheet
~ e t aJoints
l
for Dimensional
Integrity
The design of joints between purrs is one of the most critical issues in the desipn of
sheet meral assemblies. This paper presents a new pan-to-panjoinr desipn e~aluanon
index developed for dimensional control of sheer meral assemblies. The proposed
index provides a newr analytical roo1 to address the dimensional capabiliries of an
assembly process in the early product design srage. Ir covers the rhree basic ppes
of joints, which encompass rhe whole domain of joints used in sheet meral assemb!\..
The pan-to-pan interactions for each ppe of joinr are studied. and an ana1,vrical
model is provided. Two evaluarion indices. ( I ) product joinr design evaluarion and
( 2 ) critical part determination, are developed. The developed methodology is demonstrated using two indusrrial design examples of spon-utilip auromotive bodies.

1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Description. Geometrical accuracy is one
of the most imponant quality factors in sheet metal assembly
such as an automlotive body. Variations in geometrical accuracy
can stem from both the design and manufacture of a product.
In fact. dimensiclnal variation is introduced into virtually every
deslgn when the design is manufactured (Parkinson et a].,
1993 ) . Because :some manufacturing induced variation is inevitable. it is impoltant to minimize the level of inherent dimenslonal variation caused by the product design. Moreover, product design will iiffect the level of variation introduced by the
manufacturing process. Many of the problems associated with
geometrical accuracy occur because the capability of the manufacturing procesr, is not considered when designing the product.
Therefore. early and accurate evaluations of inherent design
vanatlon can be critical factors determining the final dimenslonal vanation (sf an assembled vehicle.
In general. dimensional variation is caused by ( I ) part-topan Interference. ( 7 ) lack of pan location stability. and ( 3 ) part
variation. Interference is caused by the types of joints between
various pans. whereas locating instability (pan misalignment)
is caused by the types and positions of locators in the assembly
stations. These two problems. interferences and misalignments.
were identified by Boeinp as the two most frequent causes of
engineering charlees ( Shalon et al.. 1992 ).
The thlrd cause of dimensional variation, part variation, is
caused by vanatlon inherent in the stamping process. The dimensional varia~.ionof an assembly caused by part variation
and pan misalignment can be reduced but cannot be completely
eliminated. Howlcver. well designed part-to-part joints can make
an assembly robust to these sources of variation. Joints can
reduce or even eliminate the propagation of geometric variation
from a variety o:f sources between components. Propagation of
vanarion depends on the joint geometry and direction of the
error source. Because some directions are less critical than the
others ( specified by the GD&T), they can be used to "absorb"
sources of vanatlon. Thus. the design of pan-to-pan joint interactions is critical for the dimensional integrity of the final product.
These final products are often complex assemblies having
large numbers of pans with multiple interactions. Designing
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joints for a complex product requires analyzing an enormous
amount of engineering information and considering a large
number of design constraints. In addition. high-performance
modem products demand that precision and complexity be satisfied simultaneously. Currently, the design and manufacture of
motor vehicles provides the clearest evidence of this trend towards precision combined with complexity ( Ayres, 1988). The
modern automotive body. shown in Fig. 1. is built out of 250
sheet metal parts, assembled in 55-75 assembly stations with
1,700-2.500 fixturing locators. and joined by 4.100 welding
spots (Ceglarek, 1994). Despite this level of complexity. bestin-class manufacturers have achieved a dimensional integrity
of 6-sigma variation within 2 mrn for all critical measurement
points located on the automotive body (Ceplarek and Shi,
1995). Ceglarek and Shi ( 1995) concluded that the 2 mm level
of 6-sigma variation for a studied vehicle represents the inherent level of design capabilities. Further reduction of dimensional
variation depends on the improvement of product/process design. especially the design of joints for sheet metal pans
(Ceglarek et al.. 1993).

1.2 Literature Review. Although product and process
design impact one another. product design has traditionally been
separated from process design. Lately. manufacturers have begun to investigate ways to s~mul~aneously
evaluate product designs and manufacturing processes in an attempt to eliminate
downstream problems i manufacturing. assembly. maintenance, etc. (Gadh, 1993). One vivid example of processlproduct development integration is the cohesive car body styling,
body engineering, body stamping die design. and die manufacture at Toyota (Whitney, 1993). The problem with this program-and most of the design rules and guidelines associated
with manufacturability analysis-is that they require experience-based knowledge (El-Glzawy et al.. 1990).
Structured Methodologies. Another factor impeding design
improvements is that predictive information from analytical
methods used to improve design is based on the structured
methodologies such as design for assembly /manufacture ( DFAI
DFM ) quality function deployment ( QFD ), and functional
analysis. These methods have significantly extended the analytical design tools for product development. However, there is a

.

A parameter descnblng dtmens~onalvanaoon of the automot~vebody can be
dehned as bslgma standard devtauon calculated for each measurement point of
the product with a glven sample s l u Thts parameter can be used for fa\l-track~ng
of the product vanauon level For more deta~lr.see Ceglamk and Shl f 1995 )
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Fig. 1 Example of an automotive body (body-in-white)

danger that they may oversimplify product objectives and may
become a substitute for in-depth, global thinking (Barkan and
Hinckley. 1993) that is often very important during the selection
and evaluation of design constraints.
To overcome these limitations. a number of researchers investigated different mocleling-based approaches to enhance design
methodology.
Modeling-based A,vproaches. Thurston ( 1991) proposed an
approach based on rnultiattribute utility analysis, which iteratively evaluates design alternatives early in the design process.
This method allows the creation of a design evaluation function
based on several critical steps. Gadh (1993) stated that any
assembly can be described by a design function reflecting geometrical relations. However, the function depends very strongly
on the type of design and can be built in many different ways
(Boothroyd, 1987: Taguchi et al., 1989; Wood and Antonsson,
1989: Medoff et al., 1989; Miyakawa et al., 1990; Yannoulakis
et al.. 1991).
Geomerrical Conslraint Propagation Methods. The alternative approaches that investigated geometrical constraint propagationlconstraint management during design process were proposed by Serrano ( 1087j and Kramer (1990). Serrano (1987)
developed a methodology for management of the geometrical
constraints througho~~t
the evolving design, based on the graph
theoretical approach. Constraint networks for a given design
are represented as directed graphs, where nodes represent parameters and arcs represent constraint relationships. The developed method, based on the network topology, allows evaluation
of constraint networlcs and the detection of over- and underconstrained systems of constraints, as well as identification and
correction of redundant and conflicting constraints. Kramer
( 1990 ) presented a method of finding configurations of a set of
rigid bodies to satisfy a set of geometric constraints using a
symbolic reasoning method called degree of freedom analysis.
This method finds the: configurations (position and orientation)
of a set of rigid bodies that satisfy a set of geometric constraints.
By generating a sequence of actions that incrementally satisfy
each system constrair~t.the system's remaining degree of freedom is monotically decreased. This method allows analysis of
the sequence of actions during the assembly process to determine globally permissible locations of assembled bodies'
points. The constraint propagation-based methods are extremely
valuable for assembly task specificationlplanning using the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) approach over finite and infinite domains. It is c:onceptually straightforward to formulate
assembly planning in terms of CSP, but the choice of constraint

C , , = j-th component in the i-th

layer
r p ( i ,j) = index describing joint geometV
r ( i. j) = index describing direct interaction
c, = gap capability index

R

representation and the order in which the constraints are applied
is-nontrivial if a computationally tractable system design is to
be achieved (Liu and Poppestone, 1990). Liu and Poppestone
(1990) presented the method which reduces the complexity
caused by interactions between a pair of interleaving constraints
(kinematic and spatial occupancy constraints) by using the symmetries of assembly components. They adopted the results of
group theory as being the standard mathematical theory of symmetry. Additionally. they observed that assembly of three dimensional rigid bodies can be described by possible assembly
configurations that are represented in terms of mating features
configurations.
The constraint propagation approaches study the feasibility
of a given assembly sequence under the assumption that the
geometry of all assembled components is known. They do not
analyze sensitivity of the assembly to propagation of dimensional variation. Therefore, it is difficult to apply these methods
during the upstream design stage where detailed component
geometries are unknown. Additionally, these methods do not
allow for comparison and benchmarking of different designs
with regard to their sensitivity to dimensional variation of components and tooling.
Assernblability and Tolerance Propagation Methods. The
other methods of assembly design enhancement are based on the
studies of the assemblability through analysis of the tolerance
propagation (Bjorke, 1989; Turner and Wozny, 1990; Whitney
and Gilbert, 1993; Lee and Yi, 1995ab). Bjorke (1989) presented a method of tolerance analysis and propagation based
on a defined relationship between components in an assembly
represented by so-called fundamental equations. He developed
a systematic procedure for tolerance analysis in which he defined: ( 1 ) classification of the different links between components, ( 2 ) determination of fundamental equations for different
links, ( 3 ) component distributions for different machining processes, and ( 4 ) the resultant sum dimension of the assembly.
Bjorke (1989) proposed using beta distribution for a single
component as more appropriate for many manufacturing conditions where there are small lot sizes, truncated distributions, or
skewed distributions. Turner and Wozny (1990) presented a
mathematical theory of tolerances in which tolerance specifications are interpreted as constraints on a normed vector space of
model variations (M-space). This expands Requicha's ( 1983)
representation by defining an additional model of certain types
of part variations. Thus, rather than defining a single abstract
model of a nominal part, a variational class of part instances is
defined. They claim that if the model variables are properly
chosen, they may be taken as a basis for a normed vector space
of model variations (M-space). Every point in the M-space
for an assembly corresponds to a particular instance of the
assembly.
Whitney and Gilbert ( 1993) proposed representing various
types of tolerances (position, orientation, size) in a kinematic
parameter space (represented as a homogeneous matrix transform). They showed that different types of tolerance can be
represented by kinematic parameters such as rotations and translations. Based on the developed representation for nominal
poses of features, Whitney and Gilbert (1993) represent tolerances as differential pose variations that calculate the tolerance

= component interaction matrix

S,,,= i-th assembly station in the j-th
layer of the hierarchical groups

a = the angle between the defined direction of interaction and the mating features of two components
(Fig. 5 )
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6,(i) = components evaluation index
of joint designs
6,,,,(i) = index of the component i with
the strongest interactions for a
given assembly
6, = product evaluation index of
joint designs
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propagations based on the maximum deviation. They optimize
tolerance parameters by using ellipsoids, which are approximations of the simulated tolerance volumes. To optimize the
boundary limits of the ellipsoid, the Monte-Carlo method was
used with chi-square optimization. Their method focuses on the
product-related variation, which they divided into two groups:
( I ) individual co~nponentvariations and ( 2 ) mating variations.
Mating variations result from a combination of the component
variations and other factors influencing relative part position.
This method was further expanded by Lee and Yi (1995ab).
Lee and Yi ( 1995ab) presented assemblability analysis based
on statistical analysis of tolerance propagation. This method
uses the developed graph representation for subassemblies,
called a feature graph, as well as the representation of tolerances
using kinematic parameters developed by Whitney and Gilbert
( 1993 ) . These two representations are used for statistical analysis of the tolerar~ceand clearance propagations of serial and
parallel assembly chains. The authors suggested that this method
can be applied ;o assembly planning for generation of more
realistic assemb1.v sequences with an assemblability measuremeasurement, as defined by Lee and
ment. The assem'b~abilit~
Yi ( 1995a ). measures the probability of the successful assembly
of two mating subassemblies. using pose tolerance and clearance propagatiorl. The work done by Whitney and Gilbert
(1993) and Lee and Yi (1995ab) analyzes the assembly sequences through the feasibility (probability) of obtaining a correct assembly. rather than analysis of the assembly sensitivity
to part and tooling dimensional variation. Additionally, they do
not allow comparison of different designs through the uniformly
defined index.
1.3 The Proposed Method. All the aforementioned papers reflect the importance of quantitative measures of manufacturability in ~lroductdesign evaluation.
However. there is no available functiodindex to evaluate
part-to-part joint design interactions for sheet metal assemblies.
The interaction here is understood as a behavior by which one
part can affect another in respect to dimensional position. The
presented paper tries to fill this gap by presenting a quantitative
evaluation index for part joint design with respect to the dimensional integrity of the product. The proposed index identifies
potential dimensional failures during the assembly process. and
provides a quantitative measure for design comparisons between
different products. In addition, the proposed index is easy to
understand and implement.
The paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 presents an
approach for modeling~jointgeometry and design gaps. Section
3 describes a methodology for creating a design evaluation
index based on [he modeled joint geometry and design gaps. In
Section 4. two examples illustrate the proposed design evaluation index. Finally. in Section 5 we discuss the implications of
this study and summarize the results.

2 Modeling of Interactions Between Components
(Parts )
The level of part-to-part interactions is very important for
robustness of the design to dimensional variation. Part-to-part
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional views of jo~ntgeometries
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Fig. 3 Design I:an example of lap joints and a design gap

interactions can be characterized as the design "easiness" of
transferring variation between different parts (through its mating features) in the case of occurrence of some dimensional
discrepancies calising dimensional variability. These dimensional discrepancies can have different sources such as: pan
variability, fixturing, geometry of part, part-to-part joint geometry (mating features), and so on.
The objective of this section is to develop an analytical model
for part-to-part (component-to-component) interactions. The
developed model should allow for ( I ) comparative analysis of
different designs, and ( 2 ) decomposition of designed assemblies
into sub-designs with clear representations of their interdependencies. These criteria are based on the premise that understanding the design-related interactions between different components requires decomposing the total interactions into simple
ones, such as the interactions between adjacent components
(those components physically next to each other). The joint
design evaluation index is developed based on the geometrically
defined interactions between adjacent components. The modeling of these interactions is based on the joint geometry. The
salient characteristics of the geometrical interactions between
components proposed in this paper can be classified as follows:
Direct interactions-interactions between any adjacent
components
( 2 ) Indirect interactions-interactions between any nonadjacent components

( 1)

The explanations and modeling of the different interactions
are presented below. Section 2.1 presents the geometrical modeling of joints between adjacent components (direct interactions). Section 2.2 describes interactions between non-adjacent
components (indirect interactions).

2.1 Direct Interactions Between Mating Features of
Components. The modeling of interactions between mating
features of components is based on the modeling of different
types of joints used in sheet metal assembly: ( 1 ) lap joints. ( 2 )
butt joints. and ( 3 ) mixed joints (lap-butt ) (Fig. 2 ) . These three
types of joints define the whole domain of joints used in sheet
metal assembly. Two important concepts-mating features and
defined directions-are used to describe joints (Fig. 2):
Mating feature: any part of the component geometry
whose presence is relevant to a component's joint function. e.g.. the flange, extrusion. and so on
( 2 ) Defined direction: the important axis of an analyzed
joint. usually defined by design specifications

( 1)

Fioo-Ji2,
S~deaperture

pan 2

a=60°

Floor reinforcement

-

-

Butrjornr

hg. 4 Design 2: an example of butt joints
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The area under the probability density function is equal to one.
therefore, the area of (3,+ B,) = 2 (Siddall, 1983). This area
represents the probability that interference occurs between parts
i and j . The smaller the index c,, the smaller the interaction
between components. The different values of the gap capability
index c, also define different levels of interactions between
mating features equal to the probability level of interference
occurrence between parts. it can be interpreted as follows:

..I

I

Defined direction of interaction
______t

1. cg + 0 * no contact between components i

Fig. 5 A model of the interaction between mating features

and component j
In this paper, it is assumed that there is only one type of
interaction between any two components characterized by one
type of joint.
The important characteristic of these joints is that each of
them has a defined direction with the highest part-to-part interaction. For example, the lap joint does not introduce any constraint in the defined direction of interaction, and the butt joint
does create a const.raint in the defined direction. Figures 3 and
4 provide two examples of the lap (slip planes) and bun joints
respectively, used in an automotive underbodylaperture design.
Additionally, Fig. 3 shows an example of a design gap between
the floor panel and the inner rocker panel. Including design
gaps as an interaction between mating features is important
because design gaps can absorb the variation of a component
or of a component's location.
(I )

Modeling of Joints
( a ) Modelin,? of the Lap and Butt Joints:
The joint between part i and part j described as a lap or butt
joint can be modeled by coefficient rP(i,j ) defined as:

rP(i,j ) = sin a

(1)

where the angle a is defined as the angle between the defined
direction and the mating features of two components (Fig. 5 ) .
The different values of angle a define different joints between
mating features as :follows:
1.

tx

= 0"(180°)

* slipplanes

(2)

2. a = 90" (270") = butt joint
(3)
( b ) Modeling of the Design Gap Between Two Components:
The design gap i!j modeled by the introduced gap capability
index c,. The proposed index describes the probability of the
interference occurrence between two components based on their
dimensional variation and nominal positions. The gap capability
index is defined as:

where B, and B, describe the areas underneath the statistical
distributions for the process capability and tolerances of component i and component j respectively; and A is the overlap between these two distributions shown in Fig. 6 as a shaded area.

nd

Distribution of part i
measurements

N

2. c, = 1

;
.
,

(5 )

"full contact": component i
and component j touch each other ( 6 )

( 2 ) Modeling of Interaction Between the Mating Features
of Two Components
The interactions in a given direction between the mating
features of two components i and j can be modeled by index
r ( i ,j ) , defined as:
r(i, j ) = c,rP(i,j) = cg sin

(Y

The index r ( i , j) illustrates the level of interaction between
the mating features of two components while simultaneously
including the manufacturing process capabilities (for example,
design gaps). It allows analysis of potential interferences during
the design stage. The index can be interpreted as a cumulative
result of the combined factors: ( 1 ) design gap ( c , ) , and ( 2 )
joint geometry. The interactions described by coefficient r are
called direct interactions. The direct interaction can be defined
as follows:
Definition 1: The direct interaction of two components i
and j is defined as an interaction between their mating features
in the case when these components are adjacent to each other.

It can be stated that direct interaction between any two components is independent of other interactions. It is worth observing that the commutative property holds for the defined interactions in a given direction, i.e.,

2.2 Indirect Interactions Between Components. The
previous section defines the direct interaction as an interaction
between mating features of two adjacent components. A complex assembly usually includes a large number of interacting
components, which are not adjacent to each other. The notion
of indirect interactions is introduced here to explain this type
of situation.
The indirect interactions integrate the product design with
the process sequence represented by hierarchical groups of
product and process (Ceglarek et al., 1994). Figure 7 shows
an example of the hierarchical groups for the left-hand aperture
of the automotive body. It considers a design scenario involving

J

/I \

Distribution of part j
measurements

position of
~ position
M of~
~ Nominal
~
A
Part j
Part i
Fig. 6 A model of design gap
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Fig. 7 Example of an automotive body product/procesa design acheme repremntd as
the hierarchical groups of productlprocess

12 components (C,,) assembled within four layers by five assembly stations (S,,). The hierarchical groups describe two
types of assembly sequences. One type shows the sequence of
stations used in the assembly process (for example, S4.]
S;, -- S, , (Fig. 7 I ) . The other level shows the sequence of
components entering a single station (for example. components
C, , -- C,
C, for station S4,1).These two types are represented by vertical and horizontal links among the components.
The vertical connections among the modules represent the sequence of stations In the assembly process. The horizontal layout of the components for a given station describes the sequence
of the components entering a single assembly station (Shi et
al.. 1994 ) .

+

-

.

Defirliriorl 2: The interaction of the mating features of two
components C,,, and CA.,is called an indirect interaction when
these components are not adjacent to each other.
.As an example. the hierarchical groups can be used to identify
~ntersctionsfor each component. Figure 8 provides an example
of ~ n d ~ r einteractions
ct
for component C4,]using the hierarchical
croups.
.4ny two non-adjacent components C,,, and Ck.,are connected
through the direct ~nteractionsof their subassemblies A and B
on some higher level (layer in the hierarchical group of product1
process ). such that C C A and C,,, C B. where relation "C"
is a '.subassembly oi:!' It can be expressed by the following
detinltion:

/-

/ aver

I

Laver 2

brrr 3

Definition 3: Indirect interactions between components c,,,
and Ck., are defined as direct interactions of two components,
called critical components CIJ and CIL ( C,J * CIL),which are
assembled in one assembly station S,M, such that CIJ and c,,
are adjacent to each other, and:
1.
2.

C,., C C, and CA.,C C1,; and
C,,, b: CIL and Ck., Q: Clj.

Figure 9 shows an example of the indirect interaction between
components C4,1and C3.7.The indirect interaction between cornponents C4,1and C3., is defined as a direct interaction r( c,,,,
C2,) between components c2.1 (c4.1 C c2.1 and C3.7 Q C2.[)and
C2,2( C3.7 C C Z . ~
and C4.1Q: C2.2 assembled in station sz,,.
Therefore, r ( C4.1. C3.7) = r( c2.1. C2.2). The notion of indirect
interactions extends the notion of direct interactions and will
be applied when analyzing the impact of the product design on
the process variability.

3 Evaluation Index of Component Joints Design
Component Interaction Matrix. The direct and indirect
interactions can be represented as a component interaction matrix R :

where r,, represents a direct or indirect interaction between
components i and j respectively. The sequence of components
in the matrix R can be an arbitrary but consistent set from
the hierarchical groups chart. For example, the sequence of
components in the matrix R : { 1. 2, . . . . n ) is equivalent to the
following sequence from the hierarchical groups ( CI,,. C2,,
C2.1. . . . . C3.1,C3.2, . . . . . . . . . . . . C4.).
C4.2,. . .) that can be
shown as:

Layer 4

1

Fig. 8 An example af interactions for component C., in the aperture

design
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Product Evaluation Index of Joint Designs. The joint design evaluation index for product dimensional integrity is based
on the developed interactions between different components It
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 9 Indirect interactions between components

is assumed that the stronger the interaction between components, the stronger the transmitted dimensional error through
the design. Evaluation of joint design is based on the defined
index 6,:

6, =

1

------[(I:C Irr.,l) - n1.1000rc
n ( n - 1 ) - m ,=,

(10)

,=,

where r,,, is the direct or indirect interaction between the i-th
and J-th components. and / r,,,/ represents an absolute value of
' . r , , , " ;n is the nurnber of components for a given design; and
m represents the niumber of not existing interactions, e.g., the
connection between an assembly and its subassembly (for example, components Cz.,, C4.,,in Fig. 9 do not have defined
interactions). The index 6, represents an average level of interactions for each component, defined by joint geometry and expressed by the index r . The smaller the index 6,, the weaker
the interactions between the components in the analyzed design.
Components Evaluation Index of Joint Designs. The
evaluation of component-to-component interactions for complex designs might require a separate analysis of a specific
component. Additionally, corrections and modifications of the
des~gncan require a detailed design analysis of a single component with the largest interactions. The proposed index 6,(i)
allows evaluations of the interactions for a single i-th component:

6, ( i ) = -

1

( n - 1)-m

[(Ilr,,l) - 1].lOOS

(11)

,=,

The component with the strongest interactions can be estimated as the component with the biggest coefficient 6,(i):
djCmax(i)
= rnax { 6 ( i ) )

(12)

,=I."

~

~ ~h~ ,jeveloped
~
~indices 6,~ and 6 , (ki ) have ~two

numosez.
C

1. The product evaluation index of joint designs 6, allows
comparisons betwee:n different designs for benchmarlung pur-

poses. The value of 6, describes the average interaction level
in the analyzed design. The 6, is defined in a range from 0%
to 1008. where 0 8 and 100%represent interactions equivalent
to lap and butt joints respectively. The smaller the 6, index. the
better the design, i.e., the less dimensional variation that will
be transferred between components.
2. The component evaluation index of pan joints design
S,(i) allows comparisons between different components of the
analyzed design. The value of 6 , ( i ) describes an average interaction for a given component i of the analyzed design. The b,.(i )
is defined in the same range and with the same interpretation as
the product evaluation index 6,. The 6 , ( i ) index allows desipners to identify the strongest interactions within a design and. if
needed, to re-design joints or re-assign tolerances for critical
dimensions.

4

Examples

Two studies of sport-utility vehicles are presented to illustrate
the interactions occurring in two different designs. Both vehicles
were designed during the same time period. The first example
illustrates the interactions for an underbody designed with slip
planes. and the second example shows an underbody designed
with butt joints (Figs. 3 and 4 ) .
Evaluation of Design I-Underbody-Aperture Interaction. Figure 3 shows a design sketch of an underbodylaperture cross-section. The hierarchical groups of product/process
for this example are presented in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10. it can
be concluded that the presented design is:
1. Built of six major components (Table 1 ); and
2. Assembled in three assembly stations (Table 2 ) .
The defined direction for this design is the inboardloutboard
axis
. (Fig. 10). From the design point of view. the inboardl
outboard interaction between the underbody and aperture determines the geometry of the whole automotive body -sensitivity
to the matchboxing effect. subassembly distortion. and so on.
A description of all critical joints is shown in Fig. 3. The compo-

Sl rp planes
/' S ~ d eApenure

Floor panel

/

1nnm;ocker panel fC3,2)
Fbor reinforcemnt ( C4.2)

Fig. 10 Design 1: aperture-underbody
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Tabk 2 D.*gn 1: list ol asmombty I M o n s

Tai% 1 W i n 1: lie ol eompotmnts

1

Component Name

Sequence in
Interaction Matrix

Code

1

c2.1

- underbody

2

c2.2

- aperture

3

C3.~

- floor assembly

4

C3,2

- inner rocker panel

5

C4.~

- floor panel

c4.2

- floor reinforcement

6

nent interaction matrix [Eq. ( 9 ) ] for this design can be presented as:

R

.=

. . . . . . . . . ...
r6.2
. . . 16.6
1
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

0
0

where 0means thtat a joint does not exist, such as the connection between an assembly and its subassembly. For example,
element T , describes the interaction between component 3 and
4 as shown in Table 1. From Fig. 10, the joint between the
floor assembly and inner rocker panel is a butt joint ( a = 90
deg: r ( i , j) = sin tr = 1 ) with a design gap equal to c,.
The product evaluation index of this component joint design
can be calculated from Eq. ( l o ) , and based on the information
included in Eq. ( 13). as:

Assembled Components

Station Name

Code
s2.1

Framing

c2.1 , c2.2

'
3
.
1

Sill Assembly

1.3'

'
4
,
l

Underbody Marriage

c4.1 v c4.2

*C3.2

or C32). The dimensional integrity of this design depends
mainly on the design gap between the floor assembly and inner
rocker panel. Correctly estimating this design gap. including the
assembly process capability, can make this design completely
interaction-free.

Evaluation of Design 2-Unde~b~dy-Apert~re
Interaa
tion. Figure 4 shows the design sketch of another underbody
aperture cross-section. The hierarchical floups of
cess for this example are presented in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, it
can be concluded that the presented design is ( 1) built of six
major subassemblies (Table 3 ) , and ( 2 ) assembled in &
assembly stations (Table 2).
The two designs shown are very similar regarding the sequence of the assembly process and the number of componen~.
On the other hand, their joint designs are completely different,
which significantly affects the dimensional integrity of the final
product.
The defined direction for this design is the same as in the
first example, i.e., the inboardloutboard axis. The description
of all critical joints is shown in Fig. 4. The component interntion maaix [Eq. (9)] for this design can be presented as:

1;: ;i;: ]:
r1.l

r1.1

R=

1
1

1
1

. - - r1.6

0 0
1 1

0
1

1

1

where c, ( 51 from Eq. ( 6 ) ) is a design gap assigned between
components C,,, (floor assembly) and C,.* (inner rocker panel).
The most critical component is estimated, based on Eq. (12),
as:
li,,,(4)

= 0 . 7 5 ~ 100%
~.

(

)

The most critical component in this example is assembly (#4

where (a means that a joint does not exist as defined in Eq.
example, element r,, describes interactions between
component 5 (C4.1-floor panel) and 6 ( C 4 . 2 - f l ~ ~reinforcer
( 13) . For

Floor Reinforcement (C4.~)

Bun joint

Fig. 11 Design P aperture-undottmdy
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Table 5 Component evaluation index & ( i ) for Des~gns1 and 2

Table 3 Design 2: list of components

Sequence in
Interaction Matrix

Code

1

c2.1

- underbody

2

c2.z

- aperture

2

3

C3.1

- floor assembly

3
4

4

C3.?

- sill assembly

5
6

5

C4.1

- floor panel

6

c4.1

- floor reinforcement

Components

Component Name

If cg=0.05

1

ment ). As showrl in Fig. 11. the joint between the floor panel
and floor reinforcement is a modified "butt" joint ( a = 60
deg: r&, = sin a = 0.87 ).
The product evaluation index of this component-to-component joint design (can be calculated from Eq. (10). based on the
,nformation included in Eq. ( 16). as:
The most critical component is estimated, based on Eq. ( 12).
as:

6,,,,(2) = 100'7~

(18)

The most critical component in this example is aperture (#2
or CI,2) . The variiltion of the aperture panel assembly will directly contribute to the variation in the inboardloutboard axis
In station S2.,. The design of this example shows strong interact~crnscaused by product design. This design is "non-compensator!" in the sense: of dimensional integrity. Any dimensional
dlhcrepancies of tine side aperture or underbody will directly
affect the aperture position and. in turn. the whole frame of the
\chicle.
Comparison of Designs 1 and 2
I
Product eval~~ation
index 6,
Table 1 shows the 6, index for both designs. Design 2 shows
much stronger inte1:actions between components than Design 1.
The correct assignment of the design gap ( c , ) in Design 1
can completely e l ~ n ~ i n ainteractions
te
between components. The
interactions in Design 1 are equivalent. on averape, to a butt
ro~nr( 93 percent). From this analysis. it can be concluded that
Deslgn 3 will have a much bigger dimensional variation than
D e \ ~ g nI even if all manufacturing-related problems are eliminated. Studles condlucted in automotive body assembly facilities
shou that the inherent level of variation of Design 1 is 1.5- 1.7
mm 6-sigma vanation. On the other hand. the inherent level of
\.arlatlon of Design 3 IS 1.2-2.3 mm 6-sigma variation.
I2i
Components r:valuation ~ndex6,(i )
Table 5 l~ststhe 6, ( i ) index of all components for both De\IF" I and 3. In Design 1. components 1 and 7- ( underbody and
aperture, are ~nteraction-free.Thus, pan variation will not be
transferred or accumulated in the inboardloutboard axis. i.e., the
product design is robust with respect to dimensional integrity.
Hwever. all components of Design 2 show very strong interacI

Design 2

Design 1

1

0
0
50c,
755
33c,
335

0
0
2.5
3.75
1.65
1.65

100
100
100
75
95.67
95.67

tions. Any part variation will be transferred or accumulated in
the defined direction (inboard/outboard axis ). and therefore.
this design is not robust.

5

Summary and Conclusions

In sheet metal assembly, geometrical accuracy is one of the
most important quality factors. Interference and misalignment
between joined parts are the two largest causes of engineering
changes. Therefore, the design of joints between parts is a critical issue in the design of sheet metal assemblies. Thoughtful
joint design can make the whole design robust to sources of
variation transferred from one part to the another.
This paper develops a part joint design evaluation index for
dimensional control of sheet metal assemblies. The proposed
index provides a new analytical tool to address the process
dimensional capabilities in the early stages of product design.
A major advantage of the proposed index is that it can be used
as anmalytical tool to analyze and benchmark different designs
regarding their dimensional integrity, as well as point out the
part most affected by strong interactions.
The part joint design evaluation index is defined in terms
of three basic geometric interactions between components: lap
joints. butt joints. and design gaps. This index allows modeling
of the broad domain of different component-to-component interactions. Additionally. the design gap concept is also included
in the developed index. It allows incorporation of the process
capabilities during the product design stage.
The part joint design evaluation is presented as ( 1 ) a product
joint evaluation index, which summarizes the average interaction for the whole product. and ( 2 ) a critical pan determination
index. which selects the pans of the design with the strongest
interactions.
The proposed approach was implemented using two different
sport-utility body designs in two different assembly facilities.
The conclusions drawn from these examples using this approach
were confirmed by studies of actual dimensional variation conducted in these two automotive body assembly facilities. Additionally. more extensive studies (Himbert and Ceglarek. 1996)
were conducted by ( I ) comparing five different designs and
their dimensional variation level. as well as by ( 2 ) analyzing
the experimental results of the simplified sheet metal designs.
Both studies confirmed relation between the proposed index
and the level of dimensional variation. The results of these
additional studies will be presented in a separate paper.
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